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3rd – 5th November 2021 Cefani – Host Hodgkinson’s

Chairperson: Adrian Wittstock
Vice Chairperson: Tim Waters
Secretary: Gillian Bezuidenhout
Treasurer: Alexa Powell

Being the early bird again, Shaun decided to take his new van out a day
before time, to try and dodge the predicated rainy weather that was
broadcasted for the weekend, which scared most of the other members
away. The first member to arrive, all set up and ready, was Gillian
followed by the Wittstock’s; Shaun and the girls; Powell’s and last but not
least the hostess, Madalaine with her vehicle packed full with groceries.
Finally the fire was lit! It was time to relax and
enjoy the rest of the evening, until we were all
surprised by an early down pour. Adrian came
to the rescue with his gazebo (even though it
leaked) that provided shelter for the ladies
while watching the men braai in the rain. This
did not last long because the ladies had to take
cover under the Wittstock’s tent so that the men could use the gazebo to relight the fire.
The night ended early with load shedding and rain.
The Powell family (except sleeping beauty Warren) surprised everyone by waking up at
06:00am on Saturday morning to chase the uninvited guests out of their tent. These
uninvited furry guests, monkeys, managed to get away with a basket of fruit and bread rolls
to conclude their morning snack. The beach was calling our names after breakfast. During
our stroll along the beach the children decided to have a contest to see who can dig the
deepest hole and not long after the adults joined in too. Connor’s team took the lead and
the children had a blast burying themselves. This was an enjoyable morning for all, as we
returned back to camp with sandy toes and sun kissed noses.

Georgie and Caryn paid us a surprise visit, bringing ice cream for the delicious pancakes that
were made by Madalaine for lunch. To burn off all the calories, Gillian and Madalaine decided
to be spontaneous by challenging everyone to hike up to the View Deck that overlooks the
beautiful Cefani River and the Indian Ocean. This was the best spot to receive full bar signal.
After the lovely view we made our way back down to our campsites to start the Jaffel contest
but we were invaded by the monkeys again.
The battle started with Adrian and Warren throwing objects at them, Jocelyn clanging pots and
pans, Connor standing on guard, Lexi using her towel as nunchucks and Caryn mimicking
monkey screams. In the meantime Madalaine and Gillian were feeding them behind closed
doors.

It was finally time to put everyone’s skills to the test. Many hours before Gillian were
in the lead by chopping garlic and onions to the T using the floor as a table. The ladies
and Shaun started prepping their Jaffel fillings while Warren and Adrian decided to go
fishing. The silence was filled with suspense, while the pots where cooking and the
knives where chopping.
Shaun decided to stir the pot by throwing ice down Gillian and Lexi’s backs’ following
in Zimmy’s footsteps.

The final results were worth the burnt fingers and
blisters, with our stomachs filled and taste buds
overwhelmed.
Gillian was done first even though she started last. Gillian’s
Spaghetti & Meatball Jaffels (without the spaghetti) was a
brilliant idea that she mastered.

The Wittstock's finished second
with a Biltong & Cheese along with
a Spicy Curry filling.
Our taste buds were dancing and we
could not wait to taste more....
within minutes after, Lexi shared two of her three flavours, one
being Honey Pulled Pork and the other Spinach with Feta.
Last but not least after
cooking for the whole campsite (again!) Shaun
presented his Chicken Pie filled Jaffles along with his
Signature Cheese Griller & Cheese Jaffels.
Slow and steady Lexi takes the win with her mouth
watering Nutella & Marshmallow Jaffels (although
some were burnt).
On Sunday morning we woke up to dark clouds and
rain not realizing it was load shedding again. It was
an early start for Gillian taking down her tent poles.
Warren and Connor sneaked away for an early
morning fish outing and shortly after Connor
returned with two fish that he caught just in time
for the children’s fishing award.
Indaba was over and done. Slowly the families
started packing away and it was time to say
goodbye until the next outing, that is at Rendezvous
from the 3rd - 5th December. Hope to see you all
there!
Madalaine Hodgkinson
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